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1 Forward from the Board Chair. 
20015 is the first year that the Board reviewed the structure of 
operational matters and made a number of pivotal changes to the way it 
transferred operational management to the Youth Coordinator and 
expanded the locations where services are provided. 

Emma Tutty began 2015 in her new 40 p/week role which is recognition 
by the Board that the role has greatly expanded and required additional 
focus and direction. Emma brings considerable experience to the 
planning and structuring of the educational programmes offered to our 
members, against the Boards annual objectives. The Board also 
recognises that such operational detail is best left to a suitably qualified 
professional with good reporting in place. We also have a Board 
member best placed to assist with key performance measures. 

It all sounds very structured and it is, but it has allowed the Board to 
focus on governance direction and less about the daily management of 
the Trust’s activities – a considerable step forward. 

What we can evidence is that Emma has built around her a truly 
supportive team of youth workers, some who have been with us for over 
5 years. She has developed a highly effective team of senior members 
that play a critical role in the planning and management of events. This 
has without doubt built a culture of ownership and pride in all seniors 
attending UPP Club. At our recent Garden Party a number of seniors 
very articulately expressed what UPP Club means to them and what an 
important part it is to their daily lives – what a great endorsement for 
Emma and her team and a proud moment for the Board. 

Our expansion into Dunedin has also left a significant impression and 
gave rise to the Trust renaming to match the multiple locations from 

“Canterbury UPP Education Trust”, to “New Zealand UPP Education 
Trust”. 

What I can report is that the membership in Dunedin is steady and 
growing and filling a need within that community, just as it was in 
Canterbury in the early days. Our membership has grown steadily over 
the years to a combined 110 teenagers across the South Island that now 
have a supportive social activity based group, where they feel 
connected, safe and part of a community they can hang out with; just 
like any other teenager. 

The take up to the options available to our members each week is truly 
outstanding, a variable social set of activities matched to members ages 
and capabilities, designed to just stretch them that little bit each time 
with a learning component built into the activity. 

And how have members reacted to these activities? Watch our 
members at social events and they are taking part in activities with such 
ease and confidence we would not have thought possible a short while 
ago. 

Any measure of success must be have we delivered what we said we 
would and are members learning and benefiting from our activities? A 
resounding yes to both – the Board has a review mechanism and 
measure in place.  

I would like to thank my Board and Emma’s team for the considerable 
efforts and time they have all given this year and look set to give equally 
in the coming year.

 Again special thanks to our financial contributors who recognise and 
continue to support our vision.              

Greg Rozen – Chairman. 
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2 The Board
The Board has resolved this year to rename the Trust from the 
Canterbury UPP Education to Trust to the New Zealand UPP Education 
Trust. The reason for the adjusted name is to clarify that the Trust will 
expand beyond Canterbury.

Each region will annotated with that region, i.e. New Zealand UPP 
Education Trust (Canterbury). For members there is no change and the 
everyday conventions will remain as UPP Club, regardless of the region.

The make-up of the Trust’s board has traditionally been drawn from 
member’s parents and this formula has worked for many years. As the 
Trust’s services have expanded there is a clear need to separate out 
operational management from a governance role. 

Whilst parents are often the best advocates for our members, the board 
now recognises that it does need professional external support to assist 
with the delivery of our programmes.  

The Board has a growing understanding of its role at a governance level 
and all operational matters are best left to Emma and her with our on-
going support. 

Diversity of the Boards governance roles is a key focus for the coming 
year and in 2016 we have resolved to consolidate that thinking and draw 
upon those willing to join the Board to help take the Trust on a path of 
long term planning and strategy definition. 

We will be looking to fill new roles in IT development and 
Communications. Our IT platforms are not keeping pace with changing 
social media nor are they potentially the best solution for our 
membership to access.

Whilst our immediate community understands what we do, the broader 
community is often unaware of our memberships presence, abilities and 
needs. This is largely due to the lack of our external communications or 
planning on how to raise awareness beyond our community. 

I’ll be addressing this issue in 2016 and look forward meeting those from 
within our community that are interested in bringing these skills to our 
Board. 

Board Members & Roles
Greg Rozen - Areas of Responsibility, Processes, Governance & 
Direction

Greg is a principal director at Beca Ltd and is the business market 
leader for its programme management business in the South Island.  
Greg has been the chair since 2011.

Bridget Rees - Areas of Responsibility, Treasurer, Financial Control, 
Funding Applications

Bridget has been the financial secretary since 2009 and has lead all 
funding applications and the allocation of these funds. 

Ann Kofoed – Areas of Responsibility, Junior Group, Fund Raising 
Opportunities. 

Ann joined the Board at the beginning of 2014 to transition Step UPP 
from the CDSA to the Trust’s governance. 

Alison Schroder - Areas of Responsibility, Education & Skills 
Programmes & Opportunities

Alison has over 19 years’ experience of working with children who have 
language and communication difficulties (in New Zealand, England and 
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Hong Kong) and has specialised in the area of social communication. 
Alison is the founder of “Socially Speaking” here in Christchurch and 
runs a successful consultancy service.

Lisa Sinclair – Areas of Responsibility, Liaison with our Youth 
Coordinator, new training opportunities. 

Lisa is an Intern Child and Family Psychologist and is a new addition to 
the board, transitioning from the coordinator role to a board member in 
2015.

Jonathan Rillstone – Areas of responsibility, financial advisory. 

Jon has a long association with UPP Club having worked as a youth 
worker for many years. Jon is a chartered accountant so now joins the 
Board to provide an overview perspective of our events and oversight of 
the financial strategy and accounting. 
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3 Programmes Delivered

3.1 Camp
The annual UPP Club camp for 2015 was held at living springs. This 
was a great success and provided a perfect opportunity for members to 
gain greater independence and try new and challenging activities. The 
Club is always aiming to offer new experiences therefore 2016 will see a 
change in camp location to Woodend camp. This will offer members the 
opportunity to experience a different location and the new challenges 
and experiences that come with it. 

3.2 Senior UPP Club (18 + Years) 
This group continues to grow and numbers attending Friday night events 
are higher than ever. All events offer an opportunity for members to 
attend fun events, spend time with friends and make new ones. 2015 
has seen a strong focus on including further educational components 
into all events. For seniors this has been focused around developing 
events that foster independence, confidence and functional life skills 
such as money handling, planning, problem solving, using public 
transport and cooking. The members are extremely enthusiastic about 
further developing their skills and are craving further independence, thus 
the introduction of further educational components into events has been 
well received. 

3.2.1 Facebook – internet safety 
The board have been keen to explore new and relevant ways for the 
membership to connect socially. A large sector of the teenage 
population does this via various social media platforms most 
predominantly Facebook. Facebook if used safely is a great way for 
members to access information about workshops, events and other 
information relevant to them. Safety and privacy however is always an 
ongoing concern in today’s technological world. A fun and interactive 
information night was offered to seniors that covered internet safety and 

what information you should and shouldn’t be giving out online. As well 
as covering how to use facebook and find information online. 

3.2.2 Cooking Class
One of the key drivers for the Trust is enabling the members to manage 
their own lives and selecting what food to eat and how to prepare it. 
Cooking classes are run with all of our groups and are well attended by 
members of all ages. The focus of these classes is on cooking healthy 
meals that the members can cook predominantly themselves. 

The spinoff of these cooking classes has been the potluck dinners for 
the seniors where they prepare a meal themselves at home and then 
bring it along to the potluck to enjoy with friends.  

3.2.3 Bus Challenge 
The ability to use public transport is a fundamental skill for our members 
as they move towards independence. To foster these skills Emma and 
her team ran a number of bus challenge events through out the year 
with both the junior and senior groups. In these events members work in 
small groups to navigate their way from one location to the other using 
the bus schedules. Such events give members the opportunity to 
develop planning and problem solving skills while also practicing an 
important life skill.. 

3.2.4 Health Nights
Another important skill for independence and managing one’s own life is 
the ability to take care of ones self, both in preventing illness and what to 
do when you get sick. Members were introduced to these topics in a 
number of ways though out the year but most predominantly through the 
health night run by the Otago medical school students and healthy 
eating nights. Healthy eating nights cover the importance of a healthy 
diet and consequences of not eating healthy. Requiring members to 
consider their diet and where changes could be made.
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3.2.5 Weekend Trips
Weekend trips away for Senior members continue to be a great 
success. In 2015 we wanted to expand the trips away offered to other 
areas of Canterbury. Therefore, 2015 trips included Hanmer, Kaikoura 
and a camping trip. These weekend trips give members the opportunity 
to develop independence, planning skills and take more responsibility. 
Although staff attend to assist when needed planning of the trips is left 
largely to the members. With members being required to book transport, 
make meal bookings, plan a menu, plan the schedule and set times that 
they all need to be really and leave by. Staff on these trips continue to 
be impressed by way members rise to the challenge and how quickly 
their skills develop from these trips. 

3.3 Junior UPP Club (14+ years)                 
Clearly evident improvements have been seen in many of our Junior 
members this year particularly in areas such as social skills, confidence 
and functional life skills such as money handing. As with the seniors we 
continue to offer fun events where members can spend time with 
friends. But again in the past year we have put a strong emphasis on 
developing events that include educational components to foster the 
development of both social skills, confidence and functional life skills. 
For the Juniors educational components have centred around 
developing social skills, speaking in large groups, confidence and life 
skills such as using public transport and money handling.

3.3.1  Splinter Group Events 
Splinter group events are run for both junior and senior groups and 
continue to be a great success. 

The specific aim of these groups is to better reflect what their peers do; 
small groups going out for typical social interactions. These smaller 
groups require members to interact socially as hiding in the crowd is less 

of an option. Youth workers support each group to ensure they remain 
on track and facilitate when things get tricky. 

The great advantage of these events is that they take place on the 
alternate week of the main group event, so there is effectively something 
for members to attend each.

The types of activities are just what you might expect of their peers, 
meeting at a pub/restaurant/café, shopping or going to a sports game or 
show. We have been heartened by the support shown to members 
attending public events – breaking down the barriers for our members.

3.4 Step UPP (8 – 13 years) 
2015 marked the second year of the Step UPP group being under the 
governance of UPP Club, after taking over the group in 2014. The move 
from being previously parent run to now being run by youth workers 
under UPP Clubs governance has meant that over the past year both 
members and parents have had the opportunity to gain independence. 
Majority of parents now drop members off and then collect them at the 
end. The opportunity for these young members to spend time with peers 
without parents in a supportive environment has led to huge 
improvements in their independence, confidence and social skills. With 
the inclusion of more educational components around social skill 
development planned for 2016, we expect to see these great 
improvements continue.

3.5 Junior Step UPP (5 – 8 years)
In previous years the board has recognised the need for a group for 
younger children, one that families could attend once children finish 
early intervention at 5 or 6 years of age. To address this need the Junior 
Step UPP group was implemented. This runs on a monthly basis and 
offers the children a chance to play with friends and also parents a time 
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to network and discusses/share information. Although numbers are still 
small in this group it is hoped that these numbers will grow in 2016.

3.6 Dunedin UPP Club 
The end of 2015 marks one year of Dunedin UPP Club. This past year 
has seen a steady rise in membership numbers and feedback on the 
group has been very positive. The Dunedin Club meets on a fortnightly 
basis and similar events to the Christchurch program are run with the 
same focus on the inclusion of educational components. 

We hope to further expand this group and the events offered in 
2016.ame focus on the inclusion of educational components. 

3.7 Holiday programme
Holiday programmes continue to be a great success and have all been 
well attended throughout 2015. Activities this year included the Antarctic 
Centre, Museum, Botanic gardens, Orana Park and many other fun 
activities at our base location and around the community. We have 
received great feedback from both parents and members about the 
holiday fun days and will continue to run these again in 2016.  

3.8 Fitness Programme 
Maintaining a healthy weight and keeping active is something that many 
of our members struggle with. The board has therefore identified that 
offering accessible fitness opportunities for our members is a key 
concern. To help address this need we trailed a 6-week fitness 
programme with our senior members in 2015. Sessions consisted of fun 
aerobics based routines to top 40 music. The sessions were extremely 
well received by members and in 2016 we will be running a number of 6-
week block sessions of the fitness programme. We will also be 
expanding to offer the sessions to both the junior and senior members. 

In addition to the fitness program 2015 also saw the inclusion of gym 
sessions, Zumba and a boxing class included in our Friday night 
activities. 
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4 Focus Areas for 2016

For 2016 the Board has developed a strategic plan for each age group. 
This describes the objectives we are aiming to achieve and what actions 
we going to need to put in place to realise these - and importantly how 
are we going to measure success.  

This will bring the objectives of the Trust into clear vision and assist 
Emma with the delivery of these objectives.

4.1 Gaining greater digital connections. 

The Board has observed that in recent years both our members and the 
greater community are becoming more digitally connected, yet our 
development in these areas has not kept pace.

Whilst members have varying abilities around the use of facebook and 
interaction with our website, the broader community needs to be able to 
find us, hear from us and our members could be missing out because 
we just don’t know of technologies they could be using. 

Again this coming year will see the Trust actively explore the options 
and will be calling for support from suitably qualified individuals to help 
us build a strategy around the IT needs. 

4.2 Raising greater awareness of the Trust & UPP Club 
with the broader community. 

In the past a website was all that was needed, but now we do need to be 
visible, proactive in our communications and easy to connect with.

This is especially important to raise awareness of who we are, what our 
membership is striving to achieve and that we do welcome outside 
support in many forms. 

By raising our profile and gaining greater awareness of our needs and 
what our membership can bring to the community we could realise 
tangible benefits for our members.  

These benefits could result in supporting greater opportunities for 
members in schooling, social activities and hopefully in securing paid 
employment. 

To date we have not explored raising our profile in the business 
community where those job opportunities might be. A coordinated 
approach could lead to the opening of many doors for members.    

The Trust is looking to secure a person with passion for our cause who 
has considerable experience in the area of communications who could 
provide sound technical advice on developing a communications plan 
and supporting its delivery. 

4.3 Further development of educational components.  
The core function of our club will always remain the same – That being a 
social group in which members can attend and have fun with friends, 
while also making new ones. The board does however recognise the 
importance of also setting these individuals up for fulfilling in the long 
term. Lives in which they are out there engaging in the community, with 
the greatest level of independence possible and having meaningful 
interactions just like anyone else. 

It is therefore important that alongside providing fun social outing we are 
also incorporating educational components into all events to help foster 
the social and functional life skills required for our members to achieve 
this. 

This has been a focus for the past few years however review of this was 
required. Recent review of our strategic plan has meant that age 
appropriate aims and focuses for each group are now clearly defined 
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and measures of these outcomes have been identified. This now means 
we are in better position to seek input from professionals in the area 
including the professionals on our board which include a speech and 
language therapist and child psychologist as to how these specific 
objectives can be achieved. 

4.4 Additional programmes 
2015 has been a year of expansion for the club, with this expansion of 
programmes offered to continue in 2016. The expansion of programmes 
is important to keep up with depend and insure we are offering 
programmes that meet member’s needs. 

4.5 Money Skills Programme
One area that our members have great difficulty with is money skills and 
money handling. Emma is currently working on a money skills program 
that is informed by the findings of two past Master’s thesis completed on 
money skills that used some of our members as participants. This 
program will be set to be rolled out in 2016 and will give junior and 
senior members the opportunity to further develop and practice money 
skills. 

4.6 Independent Living Skills Programme 
Our key focus is always to assist members in developing important 
social and life skills required for them to live filling lives within the 
community, with the greatest level of independence possible. 
Developing this independence is a key focus and something we 
incorporate into all events. To further target key skills required for 
independent living we intend to run an independent living programme. 
This is to cover skills such as cooking, cleaning, health and using public 
transport.
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5 Financial report
Each year I address a summary of the financial position of the Trust and 
what it is we have delivered in that year.

It is however best to commence with a recognition that UPP Club has 
and continues to grow its membership base - currently around 110 
members. It may seem that the membership numbers must reach an 
ultimate state, but each year it continues to grow. 

Our annual cost to operate also continues to climb and a grant of 
$35,000 (2010), is no longer sufficient to meet our needs. Membership 
fee contributions whilst an important source of revenue accounts for less 
than 6% of our operating expenditure, a fall of 2% from last year. 

Our annual funding income needs to exceed $120,000 to keep all of the 
activities of the Trust viable. This does represent a substantial 
commitment from a wide body of community supporters and falls to the 
role of the Youth Coordinator to secure. 

Many events are also supported by the membership and that is 
acknowledged by the Trust Board, but to achieve the level of support our 
members need around social activities we do need to secure and pay 
support workers. Whilst many organisations operate on the basis of 
volunteer help we have always held that our members need 
knowledgeable support to facilitate community based events. Our 
objective is always that this support can be withdrawn when members 
have gained the skills and confidence to initiate social activities 
independently.    

All of our events have an educational component designed to improve 
our members capabilities – which differs greatly from organising an 
event. 

In any given week our members enjoy the opportunity to take part in 
social activities specifically tailored to their needs – the number of 
events has also grown. 

Just like their teenage peer group we strive to provide our members with 
the opportunity to have social activities and stop the isolation. 

We have limited opportunities to secure funding due to our focus on 
Down Syndrome and the need to fund our support workers. By 
broadening our search and raising awareness we remain confident the 
Trust can continue to secure financial support. 

Our financial year runs from the 1st July to the 31st of June annually: 
please find attached a set of our latest accounts. 

Our annual expenditure is currently running at around $100,000 and for 
2016 we are projecting an operating cost over $120,000.

We must respectfully acknowledge and be thankful for the on-going 
support provided by our current funding agencies, Community 
Organisation Grants Scheme (COGS), New Zealand Lotteries, and the 
Canterbury Community Trust.

Annually the Trust posts these financial accounts on the Charity 
Commissions website for public knowledge as is required by the 
Commission. Please find attached our annual financial report for 2015. 
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